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some background

✔ ip65 is a TCP/IP stack for the Commodore 64, 
created by Per Oloffsen ( MagerValp ) and “ ”

currently maintained by Jonno Downes

✔ Jonno wrote netboot65, which provides 
cartridge images that include tftp, gopher and 
telnet clients, as well as network booting

✔ geoLink (IRC client for GEOS) also based on ip65



  

why aren't there more programs?

✔ there are several networking libraries available 
for RR-Net compatible network cards, but...

✔ network coding in ML is notoriously tedious and 
error prone; the number of people willing and 
able to spend the time on this is small

✔ there have not been high level language bindings 
for C= network stacks...



  

but now...

✔ Jonno has just created two different runtimes 
which provide BASIC language bindings for the 
ip65 network stack

✔ the runtimes work like any other BASIC 
extension, and provide additional keywords for 
writing networked programs

✔ extremely easy to use, good for prototyping as 
well as complete applications



  

why two runtimes?

✔ memory constraints  not all functionality would –

fit in a single runtime

✔ Kipper BASIC is for general networking (socket 
programming, TFTP, netcat, &c.)

✔ BASIC on Bails is for writing web apps ('64 
acts as a server)

✔ both have the ability to autoload a program 
after initialization (see STARTUP in docs)



  

keywords used by both runtimes

✔ MAC (set low bytes of MAC address)

✔ MYIP, NETMASK, GATEWAY, DNS
(for manually setting network parameters)

✔ DHCP (auto configure network settings)

✔ IPCFG (show network settings)

✔ PING



  

Kipper BASIC keywords

✔ TCPCONNECT (open TCP/IP connection)

✔ TCPLISTEN (open server socket and block)

✔ POLL (poll network for received packets)

✔ TCPSEND (send data over network)

✔ TCPBLAT (send file over the network)

✔ TCPCLOSE (close connection)



  

more Kipper BASIC keywords

✔ TFTP (set TFTP server for TFPUT, TFGET)

✔ TFGET/TFPUT (send/receive file via TFTP)

✔ NETCAT (echo keyboard input to network)



  

Kipper BASIC reserved variables

✔ IN$ - holds received data from polling
(up to 255 bytes)

✔ CO% - 1 if connection is open, 0 otherwise
(to detect dropped connection)

✔ ER% - last network error number
(see documentation for details)



  

loading Kipper BASIC



  

example: remote shell client



  

sample code (client)



  

example: remote shell server



  

sample code (server)



  

BASIC on Bails keywords (setup)

✔ HTTPD <port, default_line_no>
(starts web server with default callback)

✔ HOOK <path, line_no>
(specify callback for HTTP path, e.g. HOOK /HELLO ,1000“ ” )
can also access path via reserved variable PA$

✔ TYPE <mime_type>
(change MIME type)

✔ STATUS <http_status>
(change HTTP status, e.g. 403 forbidden )“ ”



  

BASIC on Bails keywords (data)

✔ ! <output_string>
(send output to client)

✔ XSEND <filename>
(send file to client, e.g. FAVICON.ICO )“ ”

✔ YIELD
(complete HTTP response and wait for next callback)

Request parameters are translated to BASIC 
variables, but only the first letter is significant.



  

loading BASIC on Bails



  

web server output



  

BASIC on Bails, baby!



  

source code (startup)



  

source code (form)



  

source code (dispatch)



  

implications

✔ now anyone can code network programs

✔ even if you are considering a larger project 
written in ML, it's good for prototyping

✔ IT'S FUN! When is the last time you had fun 
writing a program in Commodore BASIC?



  

resources

✔ not yet released, but can be checked out using 
Subversion

✔ repo contains a D64 image ready to go (no 
building necessary)
http://sourceforge.net/projects/netboot65/develop

✔ I've also started a page on my site:
http://www.lyonlabs.org/commodore/kbbob/index.html

http://sourceforge.net/projects/netboot65/develop

